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Abstract
This paper considers the problem of optimizing a continuous nonlinear objective function subject to linear constraints via a
piecewise-linear approximation. A systematic approach is proposed, which uses a lattice piecewise-linear model to approximate the
nonlinear objective function on a simplicial partition and determines an approximately globally optimal solution by solving a set of
standard linear programs. The new approach is applicable to any continuous objective function rather than to separable ones only
and could be useful to treat more complex nonlinear problems. A numerical example is given to illustrate the practicability.
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1. Introduction
Optimization of a nonlinear objective function under linear constraints is an important subject in mathematical
programming. It can be generally expressed as follows:
min f (x)
s.t. aTr xbr , 1rm, (1)
x ∈ D,
where D = {x ∈ Rn : lj xj uj , ∀j} is a nonempty hypercube, xj denotes the jth components of x and f is a
continuous nonconvex function.
Intuitively, piecewise-linear approximation is useful for solving this problem. On one hand, any continuous nonlinear
function can be approximated by a continuous piecewise-linear (CPWL) function to arbitrary precision, so that the
nonlinear objective function can be replaced by an appropriate CPWL function. On the other hand, once f is replaced
by a CPWL function, the problem may be transformed into a set of linear programs (LPs), and the latter can be solved
using very efﬁcient algorithms.
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The above idea has been realized long before to solve the problem with a separable nonlinear objective function,
which means the objective function can be written as a sum of univariate functions, say f (x)=∑nj=1fj (xj ).A classical
method to deal with this case is to approximate each fj with a univariate CPWL function, and formulate an equivalent
mixed-integer program (MIP) by introducing some zero–one variables as well as some auxiliary inequalities (see, e.g.
[2,4,5]). In [7], another proposal is to partition the domain into subregions of convexity of maximal size, in which the
objective function f is well approximated by a convex separable CPWL function and a minimum point of the original
problem conﬁned can be found by solving only one standard linear program.
When the objective function is not separable, it is not so easy to realize the idea of piecewise-linear approximation.
The crucial issue lies in how to obtain an appropriate CPWL function for a general nonlinear objective function. First
of all, there should be an efﬁcient way to construct the required CPWL function. Secondly, once the nonlinear objective
function is replaced by a CPWL function, the consequent optimization problems should be solved conveniently. Unless
these problems are solved satisfactorily, one can hardly beneﬁt from piecewise-linear approximation of the nonlinear
objective function.
Recent progress in the ﬁeld of compact representation of a general CPWL function has provided useful tools for
the solution of the above problems. In [1] a systematic approach is proposed to construct a CPWL function which
can approximate a given nonlinear function to arbitrary precision. This is implemented by simplicial subdivision of a
hypercube region. In [6] a concrete method is given to express a general CPWL function by a compact CPWL model,
which is called a lattice representation. As will become clear in the sequel, based on these results the idea of solving
problem (1) through piecewise-linear approximation can be realized for nonseparable objective functions as well.
The other parts of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2 the procedure of simplicial subdivision is reviewed.
In Section 3 some algorithms are proposed to approximate a general nonlinear function with a lattice CPWL model. In
Section 4 it is shown that the nonlinearmathematical programming problem (1) can be solved using linear programming
algorithms once f is replaced by a lattice CPWL function. In Section 5 all the concerned steps are summarized in
one procedure and a numerical example is presented to illustrate the practicability of the new approach. Finally in
Section 6 a brief conclusion is given.
2. Simplicial subdivision
Before introducing the procedure of simplicial subdivision, it is worth clarifying that the term “linear function”
used in this paper actually means “linear afﬁne function”, which will always be denoted by (, x), where  is an
n + 1-dimensional parameter vector that fully determines such a function, i.e., (, x) = [xT 1], ∀ ∈ Rn+1, x ∈ Rn.
The procedure suggested in [1] can be outlined as follows. The hypercube D is ﬁrst partitioned into nonoverlapping
smaller hypercubes. These smaller hypercubes are further subdivided into nonoverlapping simplices. A simplex is a
convex polyhedron consists of n + 1 vertices. For each simplex a linear function can be deﬁned which equals f at
its n + 1 vertices. As adjacent simplices share the same set of vertices, these linear functions actually form a CPWL
function deﬁned on the whole D. Obviously, such a CPWL function can approximate f to arbitrary accuracy as long as
all vertices of each simplex are sufﬁciently close.
The work of the ﬁrst step in the procedure outlined above can be trivially reduced to partitioning a one-dimensional
interval into a number of nonoverlapping smaller intervals. If mj breakpoints, say lj < j (1)< · · ·< j (mj )<uj ,
are suitably chosen for j = 1, . . . , n, D is partitioned into ∏nj=1(mj + 1) smaller hypercubes, such as {x ∈ Rn :
j (1)xj j (2), ∀j}.
The second step is crucial in the whole procedure. For the convenience of statement, and without loss of generality,
we take the unit hypercube D¯ = {x ∈ Rn : 0xj 1, ∀j} as an example to explain how to subdivide a hypercube into
nonoverlapping simplices.
Let P denote the set of all permutations of the index sequence {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let (0) be the n-dimensional vector
whose components are all zero, and e(i) the unit vector whose ith component is one but the others are all zero. Given
any p = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} ∈ P , a set of n + 1 vertices of D¯, say p = {p(1), p(2), . . . , p(n + 1)}, can be formed
using the following equations:
p(1) = (0), (2)
p(i) = p(i − 1) + e(pi−1), 2 in + 1. (3)
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Fig. 1. The simplex determined by p = {1, 3, 2}.
For example, when n = 3 and p = {1, 3, 2}, the set of the associated vertices is
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Once p is determined, a simplex ˆp can be formed via convex combination of its vertices, i.e.,
ˆp =
{
x ∈ Rn : x =
n+1∑
i=1
ip(i),  ∈ 
}
, (5)
where
=
{
 ∈ Rn+1 :
n+1∑
i=1
i = 1, i0,∀i
}
. (6)
The simplex ˆp determined by the permutation p = {1, 3, 2} is shown in Fig. 1.
According to [1], it is known that
D¯ =
⋃
p∈P
ˆp, (7)
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and the interiors of any two such simplices do not intersect. Therefore, D¯ is really partitioned by nonoverlapping
simplices ˆp, p ∈ P . Fig. 2 shows the decomposition of a three-dimensional unit cube into six simplices.
The remaining step is to deﬁne a linear function for each simplex, which should equal f at its n + 1 vertices. Since
such a function has n + 1 parameters, it can be uniquely determined by solving n + 1 linear equations. For example,
for the simplex ˆp these equations are
f (p(i)) = (p, p(i)), 1 in + 1. (8)
If p ∈ Rn+1 is determined, the linear function for this simplex is obtained, which is simply (p, x).
Using the above procedure, we can partition D into a union of nonoverlapping simplices, and determine a linear
function for each simplex by solving linear equations like those in (8). For the convenience of statement, we use ˆi
and (i , x), 1 iL to denote these simplices and corresponding linear functions. Thus
D =
L⋃
i=1
ˆi (9)
and
(i , x) = f (x) ∀x ∈ i , 1 iL, (10)
where i still denotes the set of all vertices of ˆi .
According to [1], the above linear functions can form a CPWL function deﬁned on D, i.e.,
(x) = (i , x) ∀x ∈ ˆi , 1 iL. (11)
It can approximate f to an arbitrary precision as long as D is partitioned into sufﬁciently many simplices.
3. Lattice representation
If the CPWL function deﬁned in (11) is used directly to solve the nonlinear programming problem (1), it is necessary
to solve L LPs like min{(i , x)|s.t. x ∈ ˆi , aTr xbr , 1rm}. This is not economic, especially when L is quite
large. In what follows we will show that via expressing this function as a lattice representation it is possible to achieve
the same purpose by solving fewer LPs.
For any 1 iL, deﬁne
si = {j, 1jL|(j , x)(i , x),∀x ∈ ˆi}. (12)
Let S = {si, 1 iL}. Because each ˆi is convex, according to [6, Theorem 4.2], we can get
(x) = min
s∈S maxj∈s (j , x) ∀x ∈ D. (13)
The right-hand side of this equation is just the so-called lattice representation.
Recall that i is the set of all vertices of ˆi . The inequalities (j , x)(i , x),∀x ∈ ˆi are satisﬁed iff so are the
inequalities (j , x)(i , x),∀x ∈ i . Therefore, the index set deﬁned in (12) can be expressed as
si = {j, 1jL|(j , x)(i , x),∀x ∈ i}. (14)
It is much easier to determine si in this way.
The following example illustrates how to get the set S like in (13). Let 1 be the univariate CPWL function
deﬁned by
1(x) = (i , x) ∀x ∈ ˆi , 1 i4, (15)
where the linear function (i , x), the simplex ˆi and corresponding vertices {i−1, i}, 1 i4 are depicted in Fig. 3.
Since the simplex ˆ1 has only two vertices 0 and 1, in terms of (14), it is easy to see that s1={1, 3}∩{1, 2, 3}={1, 3}.
Similarly, we also can determine the other index sets of 1 as s2 = {2, 3}, s3 = {2, 3} and s4 = {4}, which leads to
S = {{1, 3}, {2, 3}, {2, 3}, {4}}.
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Fig. 2. Decomposition of the unit cube into six simplices.
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Fig. 3. The univariate CPWL function 1.
The expression in the right-hand side of (13) may be further simpliﬁed. Denote by S¯ a subset of S which satisﬁes the
following conditions: (i) for any s ∈ S there exists a s¯ ∈ S¯ such that s¯ ⊆ s, and (ii) for any s¯ ∈ S¯ there does not exist a
sˆ ∈ S¯ − {s¯} such that sˆ ⊆ s¯. If such a S¯ is determined, we can rewrite (x) as
(x) = min
s∈S¯
max
j∈s (j , x) ∀x ∈ D. (16)
This fact can be demonstrated as follows.
Arbitrarily choose a xˆ ∈ D. First, because S¯ ⊆ S, we have
min
s∈S¯
max
j∈s (j , xˆ) mins∈S maxj∈s (j , xˆ) = (xˆ). (17)
On the other hand, there must be an sxˆ ∈ S such that
max
j∈sxˆ
(j , xˆ) = (xˆ). (18)
Due to the deﬁnition of S¯, there exists a s¯xˆ ∈ S¯ such that s¯xˆ ⊆ sxˆ . Therefore,
max
j∈s¯xˆ
(j , xˆ) max
j∈sxˆ
(j , xˆ) = (xˆ). (19)
Then we can further get
min
s∈S¯
max
j∈s (j , xˆ) maxj∈s¯xˆ
(j , xˆ)(xˆ). (20)
Recall that xˆ is arbitrarily chosen from D. Combining (17) and (20) we can get (16).
The above statement can be made more clearly using a simple example. Let us consider the univariate function
CPWL 2 in Fig. 4. It is easily seen that the index sets of 2 are s1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, s2 = {1, 2, 3}, s3 = {1, 2, 3} and
s4 = {1, 2, 4}. By the deﬁnition of S¯, the set S = {s1, s2, s3, s4} can be reduced to S¯ = {s2, s4}. If we choose an element
s¯ from S¯ with the value s2 like in (16), the corresponding element s of S may be s1, s2 or s3. Comparing the two index
sets, it is obvious that s¯ contains fewer elements than s.
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Fig. 4. The univariate CPWL function 2.
Even if L is quite large, S¯ may contain much less elements. As will become clear in the next section, this is very
important for applying the method to be proposed. In order to choose a S¯ from S efﬁciently, we use an L-dimensional
zero–one row vector to denote an s ∈ S, where the one corresponds to an element of s. An S may be regarded as a
zero–one matrix of L column vectors, where each row vector corresponds to one element in S. For example, if L=3, the
subsets s1 ={1, 2} and s2 ={2, 3} of S can be represented as the row vectors a1 =[1 1 0] and a2 =[0 1 1], respectively,
and the set S ={s1, s2} may be regarded as the matrix
[
a1
a2
]
. For any pair of sˆ, s¯ ∈ S and the corresponding row vectors
aˆ, a¯, it is obvious that the relation sˆ ⊆ s¯ holds iff the difference vector a¯ − aˆ does not contain the element −1. Using
this fact, it is quite easy tofulﬁll the work of choosing S¯ by means of simple matrix operation.
4. Optimization model
Once the nonlinear objective function of (1) is approximated well by a CPWL function which has been expressed
as a lattice representation, say the function in the right-hand side of (16), an approximately globally optimal solution
can be obtained by solving the following mathematical programming problem:
min min
s∈S¯
max
j∈s (j , x)
s.t. aTr xbr , 1rm, (21)
x ∈ D.
It is not hard to show that an optimal solution of the above problem can be obtained by solving the following optimization
problem for every s ∈ S¯:
min max
j∈s (j , x)
s.t. aTr xbr , 1rm, (22)
x ∈ D.
Speciﬁcally speaking, letting x∗(s) ∈ Rn be an optimal solution of the above mathematical programming problem for
an arbitrary s ∈ S¯, and s∗ ∈ S¯ be chosen to satisfy the following condition:
max
j∈s∗ (j , x
∗(s∗)) max
j∈s (j , x
∗(s)) ∀s ∈ S¯, (23)
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we can explain that x∗(s∗) is just an optimal solution of (21). Indeed, arbitrarily choose a feasible solution xˆ, i.e., xˆ ∈ D
and aTr xˆbr , 1rm, there must be a sˆ ∈ S¯ such that
max
j∈sˆ
(j , xˆ) = min
s∈S¯
max
j∈s (j , xˆ). (24)
According to the deﬁnition of x∗(sˆ), we have
max
j∈sˆ
(j , x
∗(sˆ)) max
j∈sˆ
(j , xˆ). (25)
Combining Eqs. (23)–(25) we can further obtain
min
s∈S¯
max
j∈s (j , x
∗(s∗)) = max
j∈s∗ (j , x
∗(s∗)) max
j∈sˆ
(j , xˆ) = min
s∈S¯
max
j∈s (j , xˆ). (26)
As xˆ is an arbitrary feasible solution, the above relation means that x∗(sˆ) is really a globally optimal solution of (21).
An important reason for adopting the above approach is that an optimal solution of the mathematical programming
problem (22) can be obtained by solving a standard linear program, i.e.,
min z
s.t. z(j , x) ∀j ∈ s,
aTr xbr , 1rm,
x ∈ D. (27)
It is easy to see that if zˆ and xˆ is an optimal solution of this linear program, then xˆ is an optimal solution of (22). As
mentioned in the last section, if S¯ does not contain many elements, the original nonlinear programming problem can
be efﬁciently solved by means of this approach.
5. Complete procedure and numerical example
As a summary of previous discussions, we present the following complete procedure for the problem (1).
Step 1: Choose suitable mj , 1jn and partition the domain D into
∏n
j=1(mj + 1) smaller hypercubes.
Step 2: Partition all hypercubes into simplices ˆj , 1jL and determine the local linear function (j , x) for each
simplex ˆj using the values of f on the set of vertices j .
Step 3: Determine S = {si, 1 iL} with si = {j, 1jL|(j , x)(i , x), ∀x ∈ i}.
Step 4: Choose S¯ from S, then get the CPWL approximation (x) = mins∈S¯ maxj∈s (j , x) for f on D.
Step 5: Obtain an optimal solution z∗(s) and x∗(s) of the linear program (27) for each s ∈ S¯.
Step 6: Find s∗ ∈ S¯ such that z∗(s∗)z∗(s), ∀s ∈ S¯, and take x∗(s∗) as the required solution for the nonlinear
programming problem (1).
Now we use a numerical example to illustrate the practicability of the above procedure, which is taken from
[3, Chapter 3].
Example 1.
min f (x) = −x21 − 4x22 + 4x1x2 + 2x1 + 4x2
s.t. − 4x1 + 2x21,
x1 + x24,
x1 − 4x21,
0x13, 0x22. (28)
The objective function f (see Fig. 5(a)) is concave and has many local minima in the edge of the domain. For this
example, we choose m1 = 2, m2 = 3 and divide each side of the rectangle D evenly. Thus D is partitioned into 24
simplices and the corresponding CPWL function  is drawn in Fig. 5(b).
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Fig. 5. (a) The nonlinear objective function f. (b) The CPWL function .
Table 1
The solutions of LP subproblems
x1(si ) x2(si ) z∗(si )
x∗(s1) 0.000 0.000 0.000
x∗(s2) 0.000 0.000 0.000
x∗(s3) 1.000 0.000 1.000
x∗(s4) 1.000 0.000 3.000
x∗(s5) 0.000 0.500 1.000
x∗(s6) 0.750 2.000 −0.750
x∗(s7) 0.750 2.000 −1.250
Using the method proposed in Section 3, the CPWL function  can be represented by a lattice model with a S¯ of
seven subsets. Therefore, we need to solve only seven LPs. All optimal solutions of these LPs are listed in Table 1.
Note that different LPs have different objective functions. One feasible solution may have different values of objective
functions, such as x∗(s6) and x∗(s7) in Table 1.
Because z∗(s7) achieves the smallest value, the corresponding vector x∗(s7)= (0.75, 2.00) is chosen as the required
solution, which is the same as the globally optimal solution obtained in [3].
6. Conclusions
Piecewise-linear approximation has been proven to be a very powerful tool for solution of nonlinear problems. The
main beneﬁt that might be expected from piecewise-linear approximation is that one may solve difﬁcult nonlinear
problems by solving much easier linear ones. This expectation is successfully realized in this paper. Utilizing recent
progresses in CPWL approximation and CPWL representation, a systematic approach is proposed for a class of
nonlinear programming problems, which can determine an approximately globally optimal solution by solving a set of
LPs. Comparing with existing similar methods, the new approach cannot only be applied in more general situations, but
also be implemented more conveniently. How to use available techniques on piecewise-linear approximation to deal
with nonlinear programming problems with nonlinear constraints would be an interesting subject for future research.
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